UEO RESOURCES FOR RESEARCH
The OVCR has a number of programs and services to support the campus research community, as do many other campus units. As a Unit Executive Officer, we rely on you to help spread the word and help to ensure safe, ethical, and productive conduct of research at Illinois.

CONFLICTS OF COMMITMENT AND INTEREST
myDisclosures
Required annual disclosure process
https://myresearch.uillinois.edu/myDisclosures

RESEARCH SAFETY
Lab Audits
The Division of Research Safety conducts lab audits annually
https://www.drs.illinois.edu

RESEARCH REGULATIONS
Responsible Conduct of Research
Information about research misconduct and research integrity, including links to training
https://research.illinois.edu/responsible-conduct-research

HUMAN SUBJECTS RESEARCH
Institutional Review Boards
Forms, tools, and oversight related to human subjects research at Illinois
https://oprs.research.illinois.edu

MANAGE RESEARCH DATA
Research Data Service and Illinois Data Bank
Data repository and data management services
http://researchdataservice.illinois.edu

Campus IT Policies
Including privacy and security
https://techservices.illinois.edu/office-cio/information-technology-policies

DISCLOSE INVENTIONS/REPORT DISCOVERIES
Office of Technology Management
http://otm.illinois.edu/disclosure-forms

FIND COLLABORATORS
Illinois Experts
Showcasing Illinois research expertise and scholarly works
https://experts.illinois.edu

CONNECT WITH INDUSTRY
Office of Corporate Relations
Services and support for connecting with companies
http://corporaterelations.illinois.edu

FIND RESEARCH FUNDING
Listing of Internal-to-Campus Opportunities
Including recurring and one-time opportunities
https://research.illinois.edu/resources-research/find-campus-funding-opportunities

Limited Submissions
Listing of current opportunities (requires login)
https://research.illinois.edu/resources-research/current-limited-submission-opportunities

Campus Research Board
Competitive funding program to promote research excellence at the U of I
https://crb.research.illinois.edu

PROPOSAL DEVELOPMENT
Office of Proposal Development:
Support for large-scale, multi-million dollar proposals
www.proposal.illinois.edu

Grantsseeking in the Arts, Humanities, and Social Sciences
Listing of services and support
https://research.illinois.edu/resources-research/support-grants-seeking-humanities-arts-and-social-sciences

OVCR COMMITTEES
Research-related committees appointed by the OVCR
Including committee charge and member listing
https://research.illinois.edu/about-ovcr/committees-ovcr

RESEARCH ENTERPRISE FACTS AND FIGURES
Research by the Numbers
Expenditures and research highlights
https://research.illinois.edu/research-illinois/numbers

Research Overview Powerpoint
Powerpoint overview of the research enterprise at Illinois
https://research.illinois.edu/sites/research.illinois.edu/files/upload/2016_research_overview.pptx

Research Enterprise Acronyms
Commonly used phrases and uniquely Illinois references
https://research.illinois.edu/resources-research/research-enterprise-acronyms

STAY CONNECTED
Research Funding and Opportunities Mailing List
Weekly email announcement
https://illinois.edu/gm/subscribe/19149

OVCR ON TWITTER
@UofIResearch
Follow us and we’ll follow your unit
https://twitter.com/UofIResearch
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